
THE WAR POETRY ESSAY

Free Essay: War Poetry War Poetry is written to express a writers feelings towards war in general. Some writers
express total glorification of the war, while.

It sparked fantasies of becoming a war hero in young boys' and men's minds and because the government had
assured everyone that the war would be over by Christmas, those young boys and men decided to join up in an
attempt not to miss the excitement of war. Owen and Sassoon actually fought in the war, whereas Brooke
never made it into battle as he died on the boat from Malaria. Also the man s slow actions of grasping his
throat whilst gradually sinking to his knees would liken it to an underwater situation yet more. Written by: vdg
How does Owen explore the themes of war through the power of his poetry? For further information, follow
the blue hyperlinks. Many people were captured and kept as prisoners of war just because they were soldiers
on the enemy's side. Owen's poetry is inclined towards and elegiac nature with the function to arouse grief and
to stimulate remembrance. They have protested against it, created propaganda in support, celebrated conflict,
and questioned it. Wilfred Owen influenced his nation and became a powerful and significant agent of change
through his literature as he demonstrated throughout his poetry how war is not something to be glorified yet is
a horrific injustice suffered by many. For my report I have chosen six poems, three by Wilfred Owen and three
by Australian poets. Their poems recall on the horrors of their pasts to show the grim reality of war. This leads
me to believe that Wilfred Owen was a deep thinker and obviously had some terrible experiences during the
war, and by writing about them in poem form could get normal people almost understanding what he went
through with expressive language. Poetry is one of the most powerful means of communication that uses
words very sparingly, and often defines the era in which the poet lived and died During a time he spent in
Craiglockhart War Hospital he met the second great poet whose literature is now well known in many places.
But before he passed, he wroteâ€¦. Their breasts were struck with all white with wreath and spray As men s
are, dead. Answer Q Owen expresses the themes of war through the unique power of poetry. Who's For the
Game. However, this reality was long kept from the knowledge of the civilians at home, who continued to
write about the noble pursuit of heroic ideals in old patriotic slogans Anthology  Many poems have been
written about war and the feelings evoked by war. He was working in France when the war began, tutoring a
prominent French family. It might have been because they were foreign, or maybe their exit was made
inconspicuous so it wouldn t be so obvious if they didn t return. The public expected patriotic behaviour
though Sassoon used Suicide In The Trenches as one of his many tools to persuade otherwise. Simic has lived
through many experiences that help contribute to the uniqueness of his poetry. Some are very jingoistic and
strongly encourage conscription. This poem, easily the most recognised poem he created, informs us about the
struggle the soldiers faced whilst returning to the safety of their barracks. He entered the war in January of 
This poem was obviously written after the war, after the full horror of it had been exposed to Wilfred Owen.
Bent double, like old beggars under sacks, Knock-kneed, coughing like hags, we cursed through sludge,
Drunk with fatigue; These descriptions give you the impression of troops of men trudging along, ill and
war-torn in the most literal sense, struggling to keep awake, let alone be alert for enemy attacks. Quick, boys!


